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Preface
Lean has a long and rich history of innovation and expansion. From some
early efforts to improve a machine shop at Toyota, Lean’s ability grew to
where it could improve full production lines. Further effort enabled Lean
to tackle the improvement of entire plant operations, and extended its
value stream further and further back to its suppliers. Beyond production, Lean learned to improve strategy; to improve execution, technology,
product development, and design; and to integrate these efforts into the
growing learning capabilities of Toyota. From this expansion, it is clear
that Lean is a learning, evolving platform—a research project whose goal
is to explore the how and why of work and to devise ever-increasing capabilities to change work for the better.
I am very lucky to have been involved in the great research project
known as “Lean.” When I began my Lean experience in research and
development (R&D), I was blessed with a new frontier to explore. There
were, of course, and there remain, vast numbers of people engaged in
improving technology, developing science, and pushing the frontiers of
knowledge to create new products, technologies, processes, and capabilities. But at the time I began working in Lean, there were scant few people
working to understand how to improve R&D, writ large, in a scientific
and systematic way.
At that time, people were much more likely to imagine improving R&D
productivity by giving it more (or less) money, organizing it into (or out of)
functional or project teams, changing its location, scaling it up or atomizing
it through outsourcing, or by changing the amount or timing of input from
various functions. There were far fewer engaged in studying the thinking
processes of R&D, the causes of R&D successes and failures, and the philosophies and assumptions about R&D, and in creating experiments to test,
assess, and improve them. Yet there was, and remains, a need to answer fundamental questions that affect the capability of R&D in delivering valuable
innovation. Can you learn to create “eureka!” moments that drive leaps in
innovation, and if so, can you teach it? What are the barriers to innovation,
and how can we remove them? In some areas, a key recurring question is:
How can scientists better motivate themselves and each other to overcome
xv
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the crushing odds against their eventual success? And always, R&D requires
the synthesis of knowledge. We build on knowledge of past scientists; we
collaborate with current scientists; and we share—through documents,
objects, and so on—with other researchers, including those of our future.
So how can we increase the quality and rate of integration of historic and
emerging ideas so that knowledge can build more quickly into marketable
innovations?
While there has been research into those and other critical R&D questions, most of these are philosophical or retrospective analyses without follow-on experimentation to prove their validity in changing R&D capability.
Only a handful of people were actually doing experiments at scale to test
new ideas in R&D and to prove and adapt them to enable real improvement.
It has been my great joy to have worked with a number of these people,
and to have had the opportunity to be involved in the research, testing, and
implementation to prove (and disprove) and synthesize (and deconstruct)
some of their ideas and my own into a coherent path to R&D improvement.
Along the way, it should not surprise you that Lean manufacturing tools
cannot always transfer directly into other fields, for example, research biology. Some of the ideas presented will not feel like Lean, especially to those
who have not spent time reading and exploring the history and works of
the key Lean architects (in particular, Ohno* and Shingo†). Ohno, in an
interview, stated that the pursuit of improved manufacturing productivity
stalled in the 1930s, but that Toyota continued on in the spirit of Henry Ford,
innovating in manufacturing efficiency.‡ These works stress the importance
of thinking, the importance of experimentation, and the importance of
learning to the development of Lean. Through these works, you can see the
outcomes of this experimental endeavor, and what emerges is the strong
impression of Lean as a decades-long and currently active research project.
Another, perhaps more subtle, message in these early works on Lean is
the emphasis on people and community within the work environment.
*

†

‡

Taiichi Ohno and Norman Bodek, Toyota Production System: Beyond Large-Scale Production
(Portland, OR: Productivity Press, 1988). Taiichi Ohno and John Miller, Taiichi Ohno’s Workplace
Management (Mukiteo, WA: Gemba Press, 2007).
Shigeo Shingo and Andrew P. Dillon, A Study of the Toyota Production System (Portland, OR:
Productivity Press, 1989). Shigeo Shingo, A Revolution in Manufacturing: The SMED System
(Portland, OR: Productivity Press, 1985). Shigeo Shingo, Zero Quality Control: Source Inspection
and the Poka Yoke System (Portland, OR: Productivity Press, 1986).
Koichi Shimokawa and Takahiro Fujimoto, eds., The Birth of Lean, translated by Brian Miller with
John Shook (Cambridge, MA: The Lean Enterprise Institute, 2009), 1, 13–14.
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People at Toyota are expected to not only understand their jobs, but to
experiment to improve their jobs. This is not merely true of managers of
their employees, but of all employees at all levels. In this, there is a sense of
community that is crucial to the existence (and in my view, the building)
of Lean into the fabric of an organization. Realization of this connection
to community came late to us, which is unfortunate, because the sense of
community that is crucial over the long term in the production world is a
necessary precursor for Lean in the innovation world. For this reason, it is
presented front and center here.
Small improvements around the edges of R&D can be made by the application of Lean “tools” to the small number of manufacturing-like processes
that exist within R&D. In contrast, by creating a sense of community purpose and research alignment and by building not merely an individual’s
ability to learn, but a community’s ability to learn, an R&D organization
can create leaps of innovation within its core responsibility of creating new
products and processes. It can deliver nearly unimaginable improvements
in R&D capability, perhaps as much as an order of magnitude or two.* Out
of this community, new Lean tools, processes, and thoughts will emerge,
just as they have done for decades in the manufacturing sphere, but it is
important always to note that tools are not the answer in R&D any more
than they were for Ohno in manufacturing. Just as in manufacturing, better thinking, better integration, and better community consistently deliver
unexpectedly valuable results. It is into this realm that I invite you.
Finally, this book is but one more chapter in the research project that is
Lean. Many other researchers will take alternative paths, some will build
on this work, and others will find its flaws. Each case will expand Lean
science beyond where it is today, and that is a good thing, for the more
we explore, the greater is our ability to improve. I look forward to seeing
where you take Lean on your journey.

*

Those who doubt this should recall that Ford achieved a four- to tenfold improvement in labor productivity by introducing assembly line work (David Hounshell, From the American System to Mass
Production, 1800–1932 [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1984], chap. 6, 217–261). Meanwhile,
Toyota increased its manufacturing productivity tenfold in the decade from 1946 to 1955 (Koichi
Shimokawa and Takahiro Fujimoto, eds., The Birth of Lean, translated by Brian Miller with John
Shook [Cambridge, MA: The Lean Enterprise Institute, 2009], 13) and has obviously made significant progress since then.
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